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Why Do Good People Become Silent — or Worse — About 9/11?
Part 23B: The Role of the Media — The Structure of the Media:
Digital Media and “Warp-Speed” Censorship in the Covid Era
===================================================
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to
assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of grievances.
— First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
My last essay detailed the process by which the corporate structure of
the legacy media produced propaganda and censorship. Now I will
address the escalation of propaganda and censorship in digital media.
Net neutrality
“Net neutrality” refers to a set of rules designed to prevent internet
service providers (ISPs) from discriminating against providers of
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content and services by blocking or slowing down certain data or by
putting certain companies at a pricing disadvantage.1
In 2002, the European Union (EU) laid down the basic framework of
net neutrality, and on June 30, 2015, finalized an EU-wide set of rules
for keeping digital flow of information open.2
In June 2012, the Netherlands became the second country in the world
— right behind Chile — to enact an actual law protecting net
neutrality. Slovenia followed suit at the end of that year with a law
protecting internet consumers of news and services.3
In the U.S., many citizens have been striving since the early 1990s to
preserve the Title II provision of the FCC against Internet Service
Providers’ (ISP) campaigns. Title II establishes the internet as a
“common carrier,” such as a phone company, available equally to all.
In 2015, the FCC did finally vote for Title II, thus establishing net
neutrality. However, President Obama’s Republican appointee to the
Commission, Ajit Pai, was elevated to chairman of the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) by President Trump. As chair, Pai
soon began unveiling plans to roll back consumer internet protections.
He succeeded in 2017, when the FCC voted 3 to 2, along party lines, in
favor of reversing Title II regulations — in spite of the millions of
Americans who voiced their desire to maintain the protections of the
net.4 The fight rages on, including attempts by both California and
Maine to establish net neutrality in their states.5
To insure that we’re being fair, let’s look
at another viewpoint: As with any debate
on regulation of public utilities that are
necessary for life in a modern society —
such as water, gas, electricity, phone
service, or the internet — some
consumers cheer for limits on large
corporate enterprises to protect citizens
from exploitation. Others cheer a “free market,” arguing that within the
400-page, net-neutrality manual (adopted in 2015) is found a vague
“general conduct” clause open to interpretation by the FCC bureaucrats
who are appointed by whoever is currently the U. S. president. They
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argue that we may have better internet service with less regulation and
by spurring competition from smaller ISPs. Proponents of this view
argue that service improved when phone companies were diversified,
whereas the monopoly that was AT&T held back advancements in the
telecommunications industry. In short, they argue for freedom versus
government regulation.6
Not being an economist, I am in no position to parse this debate.
However, I can at least raise some questions: First, does our relatively
unfettered capitalistic economic system really allow for true
competition? Second, in this age of few limits on monopolies, can a
truly free market exist? Third, as corporations pursue their bottom line,
do they act in ways that are best for society? The reader will need to
make up his or her own mind by looking at the various sides of this
consideration. The bottom line is that consumers need an internet with
equality of the free flow of all information.
Net censorship
The net-neutrality controversy aside, investigative journalism can still
be found in pockets on the internet. So can thorough analyses of the
news (and what passes as news), ample critiques of corporate media,
and rich debate. The marketplace of ideas — the free flow of
uncensored information — upon which our relatively open society
depends rests on keeping the high-tech communications highway open
and free.
Even though the internet is the last bastion of media freedom, this
freedom is being eroded rapidly and relentlessly. YouTube and other
major social media platforms (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and
others) have stepped up their bald-faced censorship of speech that
challenges U.S. foreign policy — an aggressive, imperial foreign policy
that clearly transcends whether we have a Democratic or Republican
administration.
For example, the Trump administration ramped up the disinformation
war against Venezuela, Syria, and Iran. But the Biden Administration
shows clear signs that propaganda for “empire as usual” continues
unabated with the appointment of Richard (“Rick”) Stengel to the
United States Agency for Global Media (USAGM), a state media
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propaganda organization previously called the Broadcasting Board of
Governors (BBG) until it rebranded in 2018. Stengel was the selfproclaimed “chief propagandist” for the Obama administration’s State
Department. He is on record proposing “rethinking” the First
Amendment:7
I’m not against propaganda. Every country does it, and they have
to do it to their own population. And I don’t necessarily think it’s
that awful. . . . Having once been almost a First Amendment
absolutist, I have really moved my position on it, because I just
think for practical reasons in society, we have to kind of rethink
some of those things. . . .8
The Grayzone’s Ben Norton laments:
As the state-backed censorship dragnet expands, independent
media outlets increasingly find themselves in the crosshairs. In
the past year, social media platforms have purged hundreds of
accounts of foreign news publications, journalists, activists, and
government officials from countries targeted by the United States
for regime change.9
More than foreign policy is censored. Whatever the administration in
power wants censored becomes a target. And we must remember that
all of the aforementioned social media platforms are colossal
monopolies.
YouTube, owned by the world’s predominant internet search engine
Google (whose parent company is Alphabet), has instituted a policy
clearly designed to censor videos that it deems “inappropriate or
offensive to some audiences.” The platform either outright bans
videos10 or puts them in a “limited state” if they are controversial
enough to be considered objectionable but not illegal.
Objectionable to whom? Evidently, to YouTube and Google
management, but no one really knows why this authoritarian censorship
is thrust upon certain videos. Video producers who are put in a “limited
state” have comments by viewers disabled and are “demonetized,”
which renders them unable to earn money through advertising.11
Demonetized channels are shunned in other ways, too: Their videos
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can’t be shared on social media, commented upon, or embedded
elsewhere.12 This de facto censorship is especially dangerous when
objectively provable scientific studies — such as those of Architects
and Engineers for 9/11 Truth, Scientists for 9/11 Truth,
911speakout.org, and Richardgage911.org — that debunk falsehoodfilled narratives are removed from public view.
The curtailing of free speech on YouTube reached a danger point on
November 24, 2020, when four U.S. senators (all Democrats) sent a
letter13 to YouTube, not only strongly urging censorship of “election
misinformation” (targeting Trump supporters) but also requesting the
company identify “groups or organizations using YouTube to spread
election misinformation.”
The senators asked for a response by December 8, 2020. Bingo. On
December 9th, YouTube formally announced14 its censorship of any
debate of the 2020 election results. However, corporate-funded media
questioning of the 2016 election remains untouched by YouTube, even
the extremely shaky allegations of Russian interference in that
election.15
These “requests” are clear violations of the First Amendment. They are
actually demands accompanied by threats, and they escalated. On July
15, 2021, Glenn Greenwald tweeted:
Democrats have summoned tech executives
to the Congress at least four times in the last
year. The last time, they repeatedly and
explicitly threatened regulatory and other
legal punishment if they don’t start
censoring more: the content Dems regard as
disinformation or ‘hate speech.'16
Greenwald warns:
Glenn Greenwald

It is vital not to lose sight of how truly
despotic hearings like this are. It is easy to overlook because we
have become so accustomed to political leaders successfully
demanding that social media companies censor the internet in
accordance with their whims.17
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YouTube even removed a video by Consortium News (CN), a highly
acclaimed left leaning news outlet, for showing Trump supporters
claiming that the 2020 election was stolen — within the context of
refuting that claim, reporting instead about voter suppression in
Georgia by Republicans! Meanwhile, The New York Times, CNN, and
other corporate media continue to show videos and report about Trump
and his supporters making stolen-election claims with no hint of
censorship pressure from anyone!18
YouTube’s mind-boggling report to CN follows:
We reviewed your content carefully, and have confirmed that it
violates our spam, deceptive practices and scams policy. We
know this is probably disappointing news, but it’s our job to
make sure that YouTube is a safe place for all.19
No matter what one thinks of President Trump or the 2020 election
results, government officials who urge media to censor, for all intents
and purposes, have breached the protections of the First Amendment.
Whichever party is in power will determine whether the social media
companies will get tax breaks, government contracts, and whether or
not their industry will be regulated. When considered in this light, these
“requests” are reminiscent of what would have been outright
“demands” from the Communist Party of the Soviet Union to the
government mouthpiece Pravda. It has no legitimate place in the U.S.
Russian opposition leader and
anticorruption activist Alexey Navalny
confirms my analogy. He warns us that
private media corporations became the
“best friends” of both Chinese and
Russian governments and “the enablers
when it comes to censorship.”20
Moreover, Google uses its search engine
to actually intervene in elections. In
2016, the internet giant apparently
manipulated search results in favor of Democratic presidential
candidate Hillary Clinton, possibly adding three million popular votes
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for her against Republican rival Donald Trump.21 In 2020, Google
again manipulated a U.S. election, this time against Tulsi Gabbard. A
court ruled that Google was within legal bounds when it both
manipulated search results and denied campaign advertisements for
Democrat Presidential candidate Gabbard’s 2020 political campaign. 22
If Big Tech’s interference in our elections is allowed to develop
unchecked, these companies will succeed in what the First Amendment
drafters were adamantly trying to prevent: the suppression of political
movements, resulting in one party rule. In other words, the end of
democracy and the cementing of an unaccountable oligarchy.
Search-engine manipulation now has its own acronym, SEME: Search
Engine Manipulation Effect.23
SEME was used by Google as early as September 11, 2013, when the
RT “going viral” video, “The Truthseeker: 9/11 and Operation Gladio
(Episode 23),” suddenly flat-lined, “like a heart monitor when a patient
dies,” wrote author Elizabeth Woodworth. The YouTube search engine
had suddenly failed to locate the various uploads of this video that in
less than four days were viewed by a total of over a quarter of a million
people.24
Woodworth continues:
Perhaps the most disturbing element of this case study is that for
more than two weeks after September 11, 2013, it was impossible
for some people to transmit by email the link to the original
YouTube Episode 23 that had started to go viral. An email
containing this link would at first appear to have transmitted
normally, for it would show up in the sender’s Sent Mail. But it
would not be received by the addressees — including the sender,
if copied to self.25
“There is no benign explanation for this,” said one of the IT
professionals who helped with this investigation.26 Wouldn’t this
cyberspace-disappearance trick be in line with NSA capability? 27
In March 2019 President Donald Trump accused Facebook, Google,
and Twitter of “colluding” to censor conservative voices.28 It took the
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World Socialist Web Site (WSWS), however, to carry out an
investigation of the alleged collusion — not against conservatives, but
against itself. The WSWS proved that it was targeted by a Google
SEME operation called Project Owl, which was designed to “surface
more authoritative content.” Translation: Google’s algorithms put
establishment sites such as The New York Times or the Washington
Post in privileged positions among its first few search results and
deliberately lowered the ranking for alternative sites like WSWS,
which had previously been listed among the first few choices in Google
internet searches.29
WSWS’s sleuthing was triggered when its staff noticed a steep decline
in traffic in 2016 and a whopping 75% decrease by July 2017 — after
the election of Trump and calls to regulate “fake news.” They found
that the WSWS was not the only left-leaning alternative site targeted:
“Alternet down 63 percent, Common Dreams down 37 percent,
Democracy Now! down 36 percent, TruthOut, down 25 percent. . . .
Even Wikileaks, in the middle of an international furor over
Russiagate,30 was down 30 percent.”31
Investigative journalist Matt Taibbi reached out to Andre Damon,
writer and editor for the WSWS, to ask about the site’s experiences.
Damon responded:
The actions by Google were the outcome of a campaign, largely
bipartisan but led by the Democrats and their affiliated news
outlets, to claim that domestic social opposition was the product
of interference by foreign countries, particularly Russia. . . . At
repeated hearings in Washington, figures like Mark Warner and
Adam Schiff [both Democrats] would demand over and over
again that Google, Facebook, and Twitter censor left-wing
content. It was all a clear and flagrant violation of the First
Amendment, which says that Congress does not have the power
to limit the freedom of expression. But here was Congress
instigating private companies to do exactly that, and threatening
to regulate or fine them if they did not comply.32
Damon ended his testimony with these words:
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We fight fascism by telling the truth about the fascists and
exposing their high-level connections to the state. . . . The
decision of what is true and false, what can and cannot be said, is
not for self-interested corporations to decide. Working people
need to know the truth. And the only way to get there is for them
to be able to read whatever they please and to make up their own
minds.33
For the reader who is not politically aligned with the WSWS, you are
also probably not aligned with the Nazi Party, yet the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU), in recognizing the importance of free speech
for everyone, defended a Nazi group that in 1978 marched through the
Chicago suburb of Skokie, Illinois, where many Jewish holocaust
survivors lived. The ACLU lost many members over its defense of the
First Amendment in this unpopular case.34
9/11 skeptics have not been immune to this capricious censorship from
authoritarian tech giants. As of this writing, Facebook35 has arbitrarily
banned links to solid websites such as 911TruthNews.com and
Scientistsfor911Truth.com, with no recourse for owners of those sites.
Dan Dicks, who published “9:11: Decade of Deception,” a film
summarizing the strongest evidence given at the 2011 international
Toronto Hearings,36 has been censored with a triple assault. First,
GoFundMe terminated his account. Then, in what appears to be a
coordinated attack, YouTube and Mailchimp permanently disabled his
accounts. Due to the Mailchimp termination, he lost the data for all of
his subscribers.
Dicks laments that, in the case of his YouTube account, “Over 14 years
of work, 5 documentary films, 270k subscribers with over 35M video
views all gone in the blink of an eye.”37 He recommends that activists
who want to present material that disagrees with official narratives use
other platforms such as BitChute, LBRY/Odysee, Flote, MINDS, and
dlive.
An especially eerie tool employed by social media censors is “shadow
banning.” With this censorship method, the person or post is not
removed from the service, but Facebook restricts visibility so that only
the user sees himself and his posts. Others do not—with the possible
exception of a very limited number of followers.38
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Social media’s arbitrary censorship of the free flow of ideas cannot be
effectively probed without mentioning the connection of these popular
platforms with the CIA, the Pentagon, and the National Security
Agency (NSA). (As you will recall, I detailed corporate media’s
intimate relationship with the CIA and the Pentagon in Part 22.)
Google, which has been intertwined with U.S.
intelligence agencies from its inception, has received
grants from the CIA and NSA for doing mass
surveillance of Google.com searchers.39 It currently
receives hundreds of subcontracts from the
Department of Defense.40
Amazon, the world’s largest online retailer, has a
cozy relationship with the CIA. Not a social media company, the
behemoth nevertheless wields a big censorship club. In late 2010, at the
behest of Joe Lieberman, then Chairman of the Senate Committee on
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, Amazon removed its
hosting of the famous whistleblowing site, Wikileaks.41 Seven years
later it removed hosting for Parlor, in conjunction with Apple
suspending Parlor at its app store.42
Keep in mind, says journalist and media critic Norman Soloman,
“Amazon maintains a humongous trove of detailed information about
hundreds of millions of people. Are we to believe that the CIA and
other intelligence agencies have no interest in Amazon’s data?” 43
Many of my left leaning friends will likely cheer when right leaning
authoritarians and war mongers (as opposed to left leaning
authoritarians and war mongers) are de-platformed and punished by
Big Tech. Former President Trump has been an easy target for the
Left’s fear and outrage. But these biased friends are dangerously short
sighted as they claim the moral high ground while abandoning the
principle of free speech, as is clearly demonstrated by the
aforementioned censorship of left targets.
What is the solution to this dangerous increase in censorship of
controversial subjects or false information? Bill Ottman, CEO of
Minds.com, has a sensible strategy:
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. . . Freedom is the best policy. And it’s also the policy that
results in the least harm. . . . Where we draw the line . . . is
around the First Amendment.44
Ottman asserts that banning bad content is actually socially riskier over
the long term for our entire culture. He quotes from a Nature study that
suggests that policing content can shunt it to more hidden places: “Our
mathematical model predicts that policing within a single platform,
such as Facebook, can make matters worse and will eventually generate
global dark pools in which online hate will flourish.”45
Controversy, debate, and civil discourse is where truth is winnowed
from falsehood, where corruption is exposed to disinfecting light.
Shutting down rich discourse means our nation becomes a closed
society with minds dominated by official fictional narratives — as
already seen in many closed societies around the world.46 At least in the
U.S., we can still see light shining from 9/11 researchers47 who,
through the application of science, challenge the official 9/11 fantasy.
Enter the novel coronavirus
I am writing this portion of Part 23B
during the beautiful summer and autumn
of 2020. The usually clean Colorado air
is tainted only by the collective fear of
SARS-CoV-2. Indeed, the disease Covid19, that may result from exposure to this
virus, can be serious and long-lasting for
some.48 Nascent research is ongoing
regarding the treatment of the syndrome called “long Covid,”49 but
more importantly, on its prevention.50 Long Covid can be a nightmare.
It is not to be regarded cavalierly.
The majority of people, though, have mild or no symptoms, and
overall, deaths have been 0.2 – 0.26 percent for populations worldwide,
with the great preponderance of that percentage falling on the elderly
and/or those with various underlying medical conditions.51 Those who
have circled the sun 70 or more years have a 4% chance of death, not
an insignificant number. For children, the statistics are vastly different.
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In 2020, two to three times more children died from the flu than from
Covid-19.52 From data so far, the only people for whom Covid is more
dangerous than the flu are those over 60, and those under 40 have an
infection fatality rate of a mere 0.01 percent.53
Irish chemical engineer Ivor Cummins demonstrates
that the Covid-19 pandemic in each country appears to
have a set trajectory despite the nearly ubiquitous and
devastating worldwide lockdown and mask
mandates.54 What is unknown, however, is how
precise any statistics are since the PCR tests are
scandalously inaccurate.55

Ivor Cummins

My intent, though, is not to speak to the relative seriousness of this
disease depending on age or health status, nor the controversial
measures mandated in a misguided56 attempt to contain it. Instead, I
will primarily address the disquieting censorship that governments and
corporations have instituted, which I maintain is unjustifiable for any
reason in a democratic society. Censorship is a totalitarian response,
which, when applied in even the least degree, weakens the free flow of
ideas and the debate that are absolutely essential to an open society.
Facebook, Twitter, and Google are in close communication with the
White House for guidance on removing Covid information deemed
“misinformation.” What “misinformation” actually means is any
information, factual or not, that the White House, the pharmaceutical
industries, the WHO, the NIH, or the CDC deem false or simply do not
publicly support.57
The sacred myth of Covid-19
Fictional sacred myths take
root and grow when other
voices are censored by our
media. Remember the 9/11
sacred myth from the
Introduction of this essay
series — the one from our
government and the
sycophant media, that 19
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Muslims attacked us because they hate our freedoms? Well, another
sacred myth has taken hold regarding Covid-19. This myth,
promulgated by virtually all media worldwide, goes something like
this:
In 2020, a deadly, infectious, new virus swept the planet. It came from
a bat and suddenly transferred to humans. Millions are expected to die
worldwide because nobody is immune and there is no cure.
Asymptomatic people are major drivers of the disease, so we have to
shut down small businesses, stay inside and work from our homes,
avoid our family members and friends, don’t schedule weddings or
memorial services, and wear masks (at least one!) whenever we have
to leave our shelter. We must do this until there is a life-saving vaccine.
The world will not go back to normal until virtually everyone on the
planet is vaccinated. Anyone who challenges this narrative is a lunatic,
a danger to society, is selfish, and has sociopathic tendencies.
(I hope you, reader, will open your mind at this point if you have
thoroughly believed the one allowable narrative about Covid-19
promulgated by our media. If you have been fearful of this “deadly”
virus, you may find it difficult to receive the following information and
follow the sources I cite without wanting to discredit the messengers.
We are all subject to confirmation bias. I am no exception, but if any
fact below is proven false, I hope, after thoroughly doing your
homework, you will contact me so that civil discussion can ensue.
Meanwhile, I am doing my best to present accurate information that
contradicts one of the most divisive and contentious issues I have ever
encountered.)
So, what is the truth?
This new virus is 80 percent similar to the
2003 SARS,58 though it does have some
unique characteristics. Gain-of-function
(bio-weapon) research of a similar
coronavirus in the U.S. was transferred to
the Wuhan, China, lab by Dr. Anthony
Fauci’s National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Disease (NIAID) at taxpayers’
expense.59
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The SARS-CoV-2 virus that causes Covid-19 is indeed quite infectious.
Without early treatment, the risk is high for a few, usually the elderly
with comorbidities, though 78% of those admitted to the hospital or
died from Covid were obese or overweight.60 Most people, however,
easily recover from the disease.
Studies show that 20 to 50 percent of people have some immunity to
SARS-CoV-2 due to prior exposure to coronaviruses that cause the
common cold.61
There have been several prophylactics and early treatments for Covid,
including hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) and ivermectin, that were used
very successfully in other countries and a few pockets in this country.62
Ivermectin was shamefully smeared by U.S. media, and both were
suppressed in the U.S. and some other countries.63 As many as 85
percent of deaths in the U.S. may have been prevented had these early
treatments been allowed. 64
Why this suppression? Well, because the FDA could not issue
Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) for the profitable vaccines if
there was even one adequate treatment receiving approval from the
FDA.65
What enabled this suppression? There was collusion among the media,
educational institutions, and academic literature to suppress these
treatments and prophylactics.66 The FDA could have easily issued an
EUA for these inexpensive and safe preventatives and treatments, but
did not.67 Instead, it issued a fictional online warning disqualifying
hydroxychloroquine.68
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In spite of media and government messages to the public, research is
clear that asymptomatic people rarely drive this disease,69 — despite
Dr. Fauci’s flip flop on this issue.70
Widespread lockdowns and mask mandates have not been
recommended by public health agencies in the past, and contrary to
conventional understanding, they are not effective for stemming the
transmission of Sars-CoV-2.71 They have, in fact, caused harm.72
Since the vulnerable were not protected with prophylactics nor given
early treatments, they died in great numbers.
Moreover, many questions remain about these deaths due to the
scandalous inaccuracy of the PCR tests, the diagnosing protocols, and
the suppression of life-saving treatments.73
How did we get to this point?
On May 22, 2020, two of the world’s top medical journals, The Lancet
and The New England Journal of Medicine, publish fraudulent research
by a suspect company discrediting hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) as a
treatment for Covid.74 The WHO and other agencies then stopped their
studies on HCQ and the WHO ordered countries to stop using it. The
media jumped on this bandwagon convincing the public that HCQ was
dangerous. For those identifying with the left side of the political
spectrum, the fact that President Trump recommended HCQ
cognitively cemented this false narrative as truth. Thus, a medical
treatment became nearly ubiquitously politicized across our nation. As
more than one friend has told me, “If Trump or any Republican says
something, then I automatically disbelieve it.”
On June 4, 2020, both medical journals embarrassingly retracted these
published papers, but by that time the public had internalized the
disinformation that HCQ was hazardous.75 Evidence sleuthed by
medical librarian Elizabeth Woodworth reveals that the fraudulent
study was ultimately the work of the pharmaceutical industry. 76
Meryl Nass, MD, internist and bioterrorism and anthrax specialist,
offers some insight into the entanglement of medical journals and the
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pharmaceutical industry. She writes:
Richard Smith, former editor-in-chief of the British Medical
Journal (BMJ) helps us understand why [medical journals are
biased toward publishing negative news about HCQ]: “Medical
Journals are an extension of the marketing arm of pharmaceutical
companies.” He was backed up by Richard Horton [editor-inchief of The Lancet]: “Journals have devolved into information
laundering operations for the pharmaceutical industry.”77
But it is the media, not medical journals, that inform the layperson.
Elizabeth Woodworth calls out corporate media for colluding with the
criminal pharmaceutical industries:
The drastic failure to report honestly on HCQ goes far beyond
incompetence: it is abetting the unspeakable forces who do not
want people to be reliably cured during this pandemic until they
can realize pandemic-level profits.78 [From the minimally tested
new vaccines.]
Ivermectin is another inexpensive and safe drug that has had huge
success in saving lives in various countries around the world. Despite
its near miraculous prevention and treatment of this disease, it is
smeared, censored, and forbidden in the U.S. for Covid.79 Both
ivermectin and HCQ have been awarded the WHO’s “World’s List of
Essential Medicines.” I repeat for emphasis: Both are inexpensive and
safe and both are suppressed in the U.S. for treatment of Covid
patients.
From this evidence we can establish a working hypothesis that the
powerful pharmaceutical companies heavily influence and collude with
medical journals, academic journals, academic institutions, corporate
media, and politicians who push for censorship of information that
contradicts Covid and vaccine official narratives.
What is the result of this propaganda and censorship?
While the big boys play their power games, assisted by those “just
following orders,” (for example, governors and hospital administrators)
huge numbers of the elderly and those with comorbidities die from, or
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with, Covid.
The CDC, the government, and media, backed by the powerful
pharmaceutical companies, aggressively push inoculation of these
minimally tested experimental vaccines into all of humanity — even
those populations who were not included in the trials, such as pregnant
women and people who have recovered from Covid. There is
something terribly, horribly amiss with an agency that would
recommend these experimental vaccines to pregnant women and other
untested populations.80
As this occurs, thousands die, thousands of miscarriages occur, and tens
of thousands become severely and permanently injured by all brands of
these new-technology vaccines.81 Adding insult to injury, if the
unaware and uninformed subjects in the U.S. are vaccine injured, they
will have no recourse since the pharmaceutical industries have
immunity from prosecution. This sets the stage for untold suffering and
medical bankruptcy for many U.S. families.
As the vaccines are rolled out worldwide, Nazi-style Covid passports
— which don’t prove immunity but do prove compliance — have been
instated in other countries and loom on the horizon for the U.S.,
coercing many to accept these injections without informed consent.
People comply, often not for medical reasons (the only reason anyone
should accept a medical intervention), but for social reasons, so they
will be allowed by authorities to work, travel, and live normal lives.
I call this what it obviously is: a crime against humanity by untitled,
entitled, and deceptive tyrants. Both the 9/11 and the Covid sacred
myths — ubiquitously promoted by media — have caused massive
destruction and death.
Why are so many Americans uninformed to the point of making very
bad decisions about their — and their children’s — health?
In the case of 9/11, Americans believed the official and media lies to
“patriotically” join the military, in order to kill others, yet, in turn, to be
killed or terribly injured. In the case of Covid, people around the world
believed the official and media lies to “patriotically” volunteer to
receive an experimental vaccine in order to both alleviate their fear of
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the virus and be “part of the solution.”
The sacred Covid myth is shamelessly promoted to this day, as was the
sacred 9/11 myth shamelessly and incessantly promoted for years —
and is actually still invoked as needed. The government and the
fawning stenographers in media keep our fears alive for future
manipulation. Even if you have been “fully vaccinated,” says the CDC,
you must still be very careful. Rules are provided to “keep you safe.” If
you are unvaccinated, including unvaccinated children, you are even
more dangerous to others, invoking the myth of asymptomatic
transmission.82
The state of our nation is comparable to a dysfunctional family, in
which parents keep their children in a state of fear so they can persuade
them to behave in the ways they want them to. Parental officials
actually consulted behavioral scientists to learn how to manipulate the
populace (perceived children) through fear, as the section below on
“Whistleblowers and the politics of fear” will make abundantly clear.
This dynamic is playing out throughout most of the world affecting
billions. I am immensely grateful that Sweden has been a notable
exception and thus a model from which we should learn.83
Tyrants — who are actually fearful, immature individuals themselves
— will forever try to manipulate others. But without media propaganda
and censorship, they cannot succeed.
The question that lies most heavily on my heart, however, is “When we
know from the biodistribution study that shows that the lipid
nanoparticles that contain the mRNA genetic sequence that produces
the toxic spike proteins does not stay in the deltoid muscle of the arm,
as thought, but travel to all areas of the body,84 especially to the
ovaries,85 why in heaven’s name are the politicians, the CDC, the
WHO, the NIH, and the pharmaceutical companies continuing to push
this vaccine on young adults and on children? What is going on?”
The warp-speed of censorship
With much fanfare, President Trump introduced
“Operation Warp Speed”86 to develop and
distribute a Covid-19 vaccine in record time. On its
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heels has come the nightmare of an “Operation Warp Speed” of
censorship.
For example, in 2020, schools in the U.S., including universities, have
depended on Zoom for online classes due to the government-mandated
lockdown, which has prevented students from physically attending
classes and seminars. Alarmingly, Zoom cancelled academic seminars
on Palestinian rights after being pressured by pro-Israel groups. This
blatant and biased censorship ignited a firestorm of protest from
academic freedom and free-speech advocates.87
Furthermore, since the advent of Covid, YouTube, Facebook,
Instagram, LinkedIn, Microsoft, Reddit, Spotify, and Twitter have
censored whatever contradicts the official pandemic narratives — for
our “protection,” they claim. In March 2020, the White House asked
these companies to help fight “misinformation” related to the virus. As
though dutifully following marching orders, they are “elevating
authoritative content” on their sites “to keep our communities healthy
and safe.”88
In actuality, these benign-sounding words mean that information that
contradicts the government and corporate media narrative about Covid19 is being arbitrarily censored89 — even information from highly
credentialed doctors and scientists, and even from politicians or senate
hearings.90 For example, Twitter has banned all links to Mercola.com, a
popular health site that presents information contrary to the official
narratives on SARS-CoV-2. Dr. Joseph Mercola writes a regular
column in which he looks at natural and holistic approaches to health,
including, during this era of Covid, how to enhance our immune
systems to protect ourselves from the severity of this disease. In this
vein, he also attempts to piece together clues pointing to the truth about
the lethality and origin of the novel coronavirus.91
Medical librarian Elizabeth Woodworth has written
an excellent article, “COVID-19 and the Shadowy
“Trusted News Initiative,’” (TNI)92 exposing the
uncanny, worldwide singularity of the media
narrative about the pandemic. How did this echo
chamber possibly extend worldwide? As a friend
challenged me with a ridiculing tone, “Do you
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Elizabeth Woodworth

really think that all these media could be wrong?”
Woodworth explains that yes, the TNI, functioning as an early warning
system, directs the media worldwide — what these media must allow
and must not allow. She explains the initial partnership of the TNI were
the European Broadcasting Union (EBU), Facebook, Financial
Times, First Draft, Google, The Hindu, and The Wall Street
Journal. . . . TNI next agreed to engage with a new verification
technology called Project Origin, led by a coalition of the BBC,
CBC/Radio-Canada, Microsoft and The New York Times — with
a mandate to identify non-authorized news stories for
suppression.
The TNI reports Covid-19 health policy from the world’s major
public health agencies, including the World Health Organization
(WHO), the US Centers for Disease Control (CDC), the US Food
and Drug Administration (FDA), and the US National Institutes
of Health (NIH).
This policy is passed down through national and state
governments, who convey it to the public via their media and
websites, along with local case reports (based on the questionable
PCR test) and deaths.
[T]he social media giants refer to the WHO, CDC, FDA, and
NIH policies as their justification [of suppression]. Discussions
such as the source of the virus, early treatments, and vaccine
adverse effects — if they originate outside of these agencies —
are quickly suppressed by the coordinated TNI network.
“Unfortunately,” Woodworth concludes,
this top-down leadership has at best been illogical and
inconsistent, and at worst corrupted by the vast profits of the
vaccine industry.93
The suppression of information from qualified scientists and doctors
about the prophylactics and early treatments for Covid has resulted in
the deaths and severe suffering of hundreds of thousands.94
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Additionally, the suppression of information about the deaths and
adverse reactions from the Covid vaccines has resulted in many people
naively accepting these vaccines without informed consent. Thus, many
more people, than otherwise would have, died and were severely
injured.95
Dr. Piers Robinson, co-director of the Organisation for Propaganda
Studies, assesses, “It wouldn’t be an underestimation to say that this is
probably one of the biggest propaganda operations that we have seen in
history.”96
Astonishingly, the warp-speed censorship by media, especially social
media, was dramatically rehearsed in October 2019, a week or two
before Covid began spreading. In Event 201, a group of powerful
individuals role-played how to “flood” the media with only the official,
panic-based narrative about an imagined coronavirus pandemic, how to
censor questions and alternative narratives, how to censure highly
credible experts, and how to control populations worldwide.97
Who organized this eerie simulation? None other than our true-believer
in experimental vaccinations for nearly eight billion people, Bill
Gates.98
As if the rigid, no-recourse, authoritarian tactics of the social media
giants were not egregious enough, investigative journalist Whitney
Webb reports that the UK and the U.S. have discreetly unveiled “cyber
tools and online tactics previously designed for use in the post-9/11
‘war on terror’ [that] are now being repurposed for use against
information sources promoting ‘vaccine hesitancy’ and information
related to Covid-19 that runs counter to their state narratives.” 99
Did you catch that? The cyber warfare attack is against “information
sources,” such as websites! Targets included in its “sights” are “sites”
that critique — and criticize — the pharmaceutical companies that
develop Covid-19 vaccines.100
What entities are primarily responsible for both the warp speed of
vaccine development and warp-speed censorship? In the U.S., they
include the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) (which
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receives funds from pharmaceutical companies),101 the intelligence
agencies, and the military.102
Both the legacy media and social media have been responsible for the
warp-speed of censorship, motivated by the billions of dollars they
receive from Big Pharma.103
Further control of the narrative is guaranteed by the direct connection
between those same media and a certain philanthropic foundation. To
wit, through June 2020, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation gave
grants totaling more than $250 million to purveyors of news, including
publicly owned radio station NPR (National Public Radio) who
accepted a $17.5 million handout.104 In 2021, Gates’ “gifts” to media
increased to over $319 million, which included $24.7 million to
NPR.105 To put the Gates’ grants in perspective, Amazon’s Jeff Bezos
paid $250 million to purchase the Washington Post in 2013.106
Only the hopelessly naïve would think these gifts to journalism were
given without stringent strings attached. Billionaire Gates, who has
been the world’s most visible promoter of vaccines (and who in
January 2010 proclaimed the next ten years to be the “Decade of
Vaccines,”) has repeatedly promised — or threatened — that the world
“won’t go back to truly normal until we have a vaccine that we’ve
gotten out to basically the entire world."107
Has the pharma-financed, conflict-of-interest-riddled media challenged
Gates’ motivation and his devastating vaccination projects? If not, why
not? A little digging, even on an algorithmically biased search engine,
reveals the tragic truth behind his pretense of caring about our health:
Bill Gates has promoted and financed polio vaccines in Africa, India, 108
and other third-world countries that have resulted in hundreds of
thousands of cases of paralysis in the children who received them —
not to mention a resurgence of vaccine-induced polio.109 I’ve yet to
hear any remorse whatsoever from this so-called philanthropist.
Fortunately, an increasing number of brave individuals and
organizations are publicly standing up to the pandemic hype. Instead of
accepting various governments’ totalitarian edicts and censorship, they
are fighting back with truth.
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In Germany, for example, attorney Reiner Feullmich, who practices in
both Germany and the U.S., is a founding member of the German
Corona Extra-Parliamentary Inquiry Committee. He is leading the
committee’s international class-action lawsuit that will be filed against
those responsible for using the fraudulent PCR testing to persuade the
people of the world that a dangerous pandemic was raging across the
world. The fear engendered by this propaganda convinced much of the
world to comply with the economically devastating worldwide
lockdowns and the mask mandates. Feullmich estimates that more than
50 countries will follow suit.110
Dr. Joseph Mercola’s organization has investigated the web of players
creating propaganda and censorship. Mercola informs us how vast this
web is:
Public deception is now being carried out at a mass scale, and the
whole thing appears to be led and organized by another major PR
firm, this time the Publicis Groupe . . . . Publicis’ fingerprints can
be found throughout the net of censorship and misdirection that is
now being cast across the digital landscape. The Publicis Groupe
has manipulated what people think about commercial products
for nearly a century.111
Dr. Mercola concludes with his short list of these propagandist web
players:
[W]e find connections between the drug industry,
NewsGuard/HealthGuard, educational institutions, Big Tech
companies like Google, Microsoft and Bing, the U.S. State
Department and DoD, global technocratic institutions like the
WHO, national and global NGOs like the CCDH [Center for
Countering Digital Hate112] and the World Economic Forum, and
dominating health websites like WebMD and Medscape. . . .
[This is] merely a small sampling of readily obvious
relationships. Toward the center of this web is the Publicis
Groupe, the clients of which include major drug companies, Big
Tech companies and financial institutions in more than 100
countries.113
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Another example of
those fighting back
against this
unprecedented
worldwide propaganda
agenda is the Children’s
Health Defense (CHD),
led by Robert F.
Kennedy, Jr., and other
health freedom groups
that are suing Facebook
for censoring factual information. RFK, Jr., says of the lawsuit: “This is
an important First Amendment case testing the boundaries of
government authority to openly censor unwanted critiques of
government policies and pharmaceutical and telecom products on
privately owned internet platforms.”114
With that well-known Kennedy family facility for speaking
passionately, cogently, eloquently, Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., has
articulated the case for questioning lockdowns and the coerced
experimental vaccines in his speeches on many a world stage. On
September 26, 2020, in a speech titled, “An International Message of
Hope for Humanity,” in solidarity with the thousands of citizens in at
least 15 countries who attended rallies to protest the global movement
toward totalitarianism, Kennedy quoted President Franklin D.
Roosevelt’s famous line, “The only thing we have to fear is fear itself.”
He then reminded his audience that during the Great Depression,
Eastern Europe, Germany, Italy, and Spain turned toward fascism,
while the same crisis turned the eastern countries of the world toward
communism. Both “isms” are marked by their authoritarian systems of
government.
Authoritarians depend on our fear to persuade us to comply with their
totalitarian agendas. In order to implement their plans, they have to
remove citizens’ civil rights. We in the U.S. have certainly not been
immune to authoritarians’ use of the “politics of fear.” In America, that
ancient strategy will culminate if, due to our fear, we allow the
destruction of the first freedom enshrined in the Bill of Rights — the
freedom of speech and the press.
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When Kennedy warns that oligarchs and plutocrats are responsible for
today’s rampant censorship, he appeals to all citizens of the world. In
his “Hope for Humanity” speech, he explains our global situation about
which so many Americans are, due to censorship, completely unaware:
The coup d’état that we are all fighting today is a coup d’état that
starts with a conspiracy between the government agencies and the
big technology companies . . . the Silicon billionaires, the people
like Zuckerberg and Bill Gates and the people who run Google
and Facebook and Pinterest and all of these other Silicon Valley
corporations . . . to make sure we cannot talk about our
grievances: We cannot say bad things about pharmaceutical
products. We cannot question government policies that make no
sense to us. . . .
Most Americans and most of the people on this planet . . . want
leadership but we don’t want bullying, and we know the
difference between leadership and bullying.
And you notice the same people who are getting richest from this
quarantine are the same people who are censoring criticism of
this quarantine. . . .115
We’re not scared of debate. . . . The free flow of information, the
cauldron of debate, is the only thing that allows governments to
develop rational policies in which self-governance will actually
triumph. [This is] the battle to save democracy and freedom and
human liberty and human dignity from this totalitarian cartel that
is trying to rob us simultaneously in every nation in the world of
the rights that every human being is born with.116
One independent investigative journalist who writes occasional articles
for CHD in an effort to present facts that help readers make informed
decisions about their healthcare is Jeremy R. Hammond. In June 2020
he authored, under the CHD banner, the (free) e-book, How Censorship
is Redefining ‘Informed Consent’ as ‘Misinformation.’117
Enter the Fact Checkers
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Former CBS and CNN investigative journalist Sharyl Attkisson has
traced the beginnings of the fact-checking trend to David Brock, who
began his career as a right-wing investigative reporter in the 1990s,
according to Wikipedia. In 1997, Brock abruptly switched the target of
his smears from liberal to conservative media. He is best known for
bashing right-wing media through his nonprofit watchdog group, Media
Matters for America, which he founded in 2004, and for serving Hillary
Rodham Clinton as a consultant in her 2008 and 2016 runs for
president.118
Fearful that Donald Trump would be elected in 2016, Brock, through
his Media Matters, successfully lobbied Facebook to take on the role of
fact-checker. At that point, checking media facts was not being
demanded by the public but was, says Attkisson:
. . . [a] pretend demand created by the
propagandists who wanted to control the
information. . . . The fact checking . . . is
usually fake fact-checking, meaning it’s not
a genuine effort [but] a propaganda
effort. . . . [T]hird parties, academic
institutions and Newsguard . . . insert
themselves. But, of course, they’re all
backed by certain money and special
interests. . . . They’re no more in a position
Sharyl Attkisson
to fact-check than an ordinary person
walking on the street. . . . They make sure certain things are not
seen, even if true. And I think this is the most serious threat that
I’m looking at right now to our media environment.119
Third parties, such as Snopes, AP Fact Check,
NewsGuard/HealthGuard, Publicis, Poynter’s Politifact and
International Fact-Checking Network (IFCN), Full Fact, Facebook’s
FactCheck.org, and PropOrNot120 have sprung up in the last few years.
They all purport to provide authoritative answers and to have perfect
knowledge of which sources give us reliable or unreliable information.
Media Bias Chart tells us which sources have liberal, moderate, or
conservative biases, according to their definitions of these categories. 121
Wikipedia has now set itself up as an authority on what news outlets
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should be relied upon or shunned. Bear in mind that Wikipedia appears
to be controlled by politically motivated editors who keep a sharp eye
24/7 on the updates to every page that covers controversial issues.
These self-appointed guardians ensure that those pages are written in a
way that slants them away from anti-imperialist material. 122
Writes The Grayzone’s Ben Norton:
Wikipedia is corrupted on a fundamental level. It has been
purged of any sense of internal democracy, and a fanatical
gang of obsessive, politically motivated editors control its
content. . . . With their silent commission. . . . [Wikipedia
has] given approval to a global censorship machine that
aims to scrub the internet of any reporting or viewpoints
that run counter to the prevailing official perspective in
Washington.123
I can sympathize with those who readily turn for guidance to these
third-parties who profess to be authoritative on what is true or false.
We live in an era of divisive, strident, opinionated anchors — whether
aligning left or right — ostensibly reporting news, but who actually
spin and slant and slander to the point of being enviable to the worst of
the rancorous talk show hosts. We live in an era of information
overload. And we live in an era of urban legends frequently crossing
our social media pages, for which I have actually found the fact
checkers useful.
I’ve been embarrassed several times after sharing false stories, so I’ve
learned to check Snopes.com or search the internet first to verify
certain kinds of information. I will continue to do so, although now
with a much more critical eye toward the spin I so often find from these
self-proclaimed authorities.
We all look to various authorities in an effort to differentiate between
solid information and misinformation, if not disinformation. The
authorities we trust usually depends on our biases. As mentioned
earlier, we want the truth (our accuracy goal), but we also want
information that supports our existing beliefs (our directional goal or
confirmation bias). If we choose to be disciplined, we will read and
listen widely, leaving our habitual media silos and personal comfort
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zones to check out sources from all the sides.
If we are sincere about digging deeply for truth, if we want to avoid
propaganda, if we truly want to confront our tendency toward
confirmation bias, and if we are willing to face cognitive dissonance
(see Part 5), then, when we turn to these third-party sites, we must
consider them to be only one source of information that needs scrutiny.
And we must keep in mind that according to
the Wall Street Journal Board as well as
Sharyl Attkisson, many of these fact checkers,
if not most of them, are consciously abetting
propaganda from government agencies and
powerful corporations — in other words they
are partners with these entities.124 When we
choose to look at these posts, we must bear in
mind these questions:
1) Who checks the fact checkers?125 What are the biases of the
individual fact checkers and the bias checkers? How are they
screened by their company before being employed?126
2) Who funds the fact checkers? What relationships do they have
with government authorities, PR companies (such as Publicis127
that funds Newsguard), ultra-wealthy individuals and foundations
(such as the Gates Foundation),128 or with corporations —
especially the pharmaceutical industry in this Covid era?
3) Are the statements being checked actually facts, or are they
opinions?
4) Are the fact checkers distracting you by drawing you into a
morass of irrelevant details? By challenging random facts
associated with a story and then declaring those random facts
false? Have they conflated key words, confusing the reader?129
5) Are the fact checkers relying on one photo that could have been
planted?
6) Are the fact checkers critical of official narratives? Or are they
virtually always critical of alternative viewpoints?
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7) Have the fact checkers used straw man arguments? In other
words, do they trivialize an opposing point of view by focusing
on an easily debunked position within that view while distracting
the reader from the strongest opposing arguments?
8) Does the headline focus on a subtopic, random fact, or straw man
argument, then after paragraphs of irrelevant information declare
this fact “misleading,” or “unsubstantiated,” which to the reader
would translate as “false”?
Omission is one of the most successful techniques of propaganda. To
recognize — and not fall for — both straw man arguments and
purposeful omission (lying by omission), we must study all sides of an
issue.
For example, I searched Snopes for “collapse of World Trade Center 7
(WTC 7).” Two listings came up claiming to debunk supposed 9/11
Truth articles, but nothing came up that would speak for those of us
who see problems with the official story about how the WTC 7
building collapsed. And nothing at all came up for this infamous
collapse on Facebook’s Factcheck.org. This is propaganda by omission.
Then I searched AP Fact Check and found that in an article dated June
13, 2017, the site claims that WTC 7 collapsed as a result of office
fires.130 That “fact” remains to this day. AP Fact Check is lying to prop
up the official narrative by omitting key research proving that office
fires were not the cause of that free fall collapse.
Here is how I know that my accusation that these AP fact checkers are
lying is correct:
In August 2008, physics teacher David
S. Chandler challenged NIST (National
Institute of Standards and Technology)
causing them to add a graph to their
final report showing free fall of WTC
7.131 The only way a building can
collapse at absolute free fall is through
a controlled demolition.
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David Chandler

This research was followed, most
notably, by Dr. Leroy Hulsey and
two graduate students at the
engineering department of the
University of Alaska Fairbanks
(UAF). They conducted, over a
four-year period, the most thorough
scientific analysis of the
Dr. Leroy Hulsey
mechanical structure of WTC 7 to
date. The UAF report, published in final form on March 25, 2020,
made the categorical and conclusive statement:
[F]ire did not cause the collapse of WTC 7 on 9/11,
contrary to the conclusions of NIST and private
engineering firms that studied the collapse.132
AP Fact Check should have written a different report in 2017 reflecting
the Chandler measurements, and it certainly has no excuse for not
updating its WTC 7 facts in 2020 to reflect the results of the UAF
study. Presumably, its checkers know by now that they are peddling
disinformation. “This is a common problem with so called fact
checkers,” writes journalist and blogger Iain Davis. “Due to the
political nature of their role, all too often they stray into opinion rather
than fact.”133
There is no substitute for reading widely, studying all sides of an issue,
and then trusting our own discernment. If we instead rely only on
certain authorities to tell us what is true or false, we run the grave risk
of making poor decisions, causing harm to others and ourselves.
Trusting any one source, especially a self-proclaimed authority, is a
misguided strategy, not only for our personal decisions, but for our
political ones.
Evidently, The Atlantic doesn’t grasp that authoritarianism and
censorship are dangerous to the public weal and individual freedom. Its
April 2020 article lauding digital censorship in the face of Covid-19 is
titled “Internet Speech Will Never Go Back to Normal” and is jawdroppingly subtitled: “In the debate over freedom versus control of the
global network, China was largely correct, and the U.S. was wrong.”
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The article even suggests that perhaps we Americans should rethink our
understanding of the First and Fourth Amendments, as the “harms from
digital speech” grow and “the social costs of a relatively open Internet
multiply.”134
I am astonished. So is journalist Matt Taibbi, whose critique of The
Atlantic piece concludes: “Turning ourselves into China for any reason
is the definition of a cure being worse than the disease.”135
Some will argue that the social-media titans are private companies and
thus can censor as they wish. It is true that they are private, but it is also
true that they are monopolies. I agree wholeheartedly with the gonzolight journalist Caitlin Johnstone, who opines:
But how “private” is a corporation that is interlaced with
government power with increasing inseparability? The
reality is that in a corporatist system of government with
vanishingly few meaningful distinctions between corporate
power and state power, corporate censorship is state
censorship.136
State power and digital media monopolies are joined at the hip. This
digital media structure guarantees that we will receive propaganda and
censorship — not the information we need to make good decisions.
The psychology of fear
Fear is our most powerful emotion, and it has been abused throughout
the ages by those in power in order to manipulate
others. We might think that anger (or rage) is our
most powerful emotion, because on the surface it sure
looks scary. But anger is simply a psychological
defense against fear, terror, hurt, confusion, or some
other vulnerable feeling. In other words, anger is a
defense against the vulnerable feelings we conceal
from ourselves and others.
We naturally fear many things: the unknown, disease, pain, torture,
anger from others, loss, rejection, ostracization, and enemies —
especially invisible enemies such as “sleeper cells of terrorists” or
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pathogens. But ultimately, we fear death. (Recall Part 10, on Terror
Management Theory, where we learned how we behave when we are in
a state of “mortality salience.”)
I see strong parallels between the 9/11 and Covid events, but I will
stick to the psycho-social comparisons in this essay, especially how
fear was abused to manipulate people to behave in the way authorities
desired. For those who want to explore the other parallels, I refer you to
Kevin Ryan, a respected scientist and 9/11 researcher, who lays out the
similarities of the war on communism, the war on terrorism, and the
war on Covid-19 in his essay, “Is the Coronavirus Scare a
Psychological Operation?”137
Philosopher Charles Eisenstein’s exquisite essay, “The Coronation,”
perfectly articulates my own observations with this statement:
The virus we face here is fear, whether it is fear of COVID-19, or
fear of the totalitarian response to it, and this virus too has its
terrain.138
This insight applies to the events of 9/11 too. What did our fears settle
on after the attacks of September 11, 2001? Did we fear Muslims?
Anthrax in the mail? Or was our fear focused on the totalitarian
responses such as the loss of civil liberties or on the beat of war drums
by the Bush administration and the corporate media?
To become more self-aware, we each need to understand the “terrain,”
or the “ground,” of our fears — meaning their origin.
We humans are very susceptible to fear. But why do some react with
more fear to events such as 9/11 and Covid than others do?
As stated in the Introduction to this essay series, we humans are
complicated creatures. I cannot know all the reasons some are more
susceptible to fear than others. Without any intent to be reductionist,
however, I can share what I do know.
From my work as a depth psychotherapist, I am keenly aware that
many of us face death early in life — maybe through a crisis while still
in the womb or from birth trauma, perhaps during our pre-verbal years
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or later in life. We normally have no conscious memory of the preverbal traumas. My experience tells me that, for the most part, the
emotional impressions caused by these crises remain in our body/mind
until, through regression therapy, we relive both the original events and
the repressed or suppressed feelings associated with those events.
Healing from these traumas, therefore, is not an easy journey.
Nonetheless, if we do not heal them these buried emotional impressions
will be “triggered” when subsequent crises occur that remind us of the
early death-related traumas. Then our natural fear response is
intensified. In other words, our fear becomes much greater than it
otherwise would be if we did not harbor these early traumas. Both 9/11
and Covid are examples of events that will trigger these repressed fears.
When we experience heightened fear and anxiety due to events such as
9/11 or Covid, our magnified fear, anxiety, and anger become firmly
associated with the current crisis, while the memories of the early
traumas remain buried due to our psychological defenses.139
My fear after the September 11, 2001, attacks will illustrate this
dynamic. By the summer of 2002 I had read enough to reach the
conviction that there was something seriously amiss with the official
story of what happened that infamous day. In fact, the evidence led not
to 19 Muslim hijackers, but to insiders in the U.S. government-militaryindustrial complex. My stomach-churning thought was, “My God! If
they could do that, they could do anything.” This included coming after
me since I was already educating others about what I had learned. The
visceral fear engendered by this realization made me consider leaving
the country.
But luckily, I was aware that such strong fear could come from early
trauma — as much as it may seem justified in the present situation.
And I already knew I had very early trauma in which I had faced death.
So, I asked myself: “Would I feel safer if I lived in another country?”
The answer was immediate: “No. I would feel equally unsafe!”
The next step was obvious: Get into psychotherapy to see if I could
access the origin (the terrain) of the fear. I found a regression therapist,
and while being held in the safety of the therapeutic relationship, I was
able to access the early trauma, experience and express the emotions
associated with it, and in this way, slowly exorcise these toxic emotions
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from my body/mind. As a result, I became more effective in my 9/11
Truth activism, more at ease in relationships, and in general, more
appreciative of people.
One purpose of telling this personal story is to let readers know that
healing is possible. I won’t tell you that healing trauma is easy. It can
be very difficult. Each individual must find his or her own healing path,
but if you are motivated, success is probable. We are extremely
fortunate to have many paths available in this era.
Another purpose is to remind myself and the reader that we cannot talk
people out of their intensified fear. It runs too deep. We can only
compassionately offer these people, when appropriate, a fact or two
that may ameliorate their inordinate fear. Moreover, if we are to have
any chance of reaching them, our empathy will be key.
But I would be negligent if I did not share my deepest insight regarding
why we humans are so susceptible to fear. After decades of research,
Western psychology is gradually accepting the reality of “spiritually
transformative experiences (STEs). These are also called “transpersonal
experiences” since they take us beyond our identification with our mind
and body.140
Along with millions of others, I was fortunate enough to have an STE
in which I experienced the unity and divinity of all beings and all
things. In this beautiful state, which I experienced as an ultimate truth,
an ultimate reality, I realized that, for the first time in my life, I had
absolutely no fear. I clearly understood that the origin of all fear (the
deepest terrain) is the illusion of separation in which virtually all of us
are constantly immersed. This “unity consciousness” or “cosmic
consciousness,” and the love and presence we experience when we
transcend the illusion of separation, is what we all search for in order to
be awakened to the consciousness of wholeness.
The politics of fear
To reiterate, those with power have manipulated others through fear
throughout history.
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As early as the 15th century, English philosopher Thomas Hobbes
warned that fear is an exploitable force, one that could culminate in a
concentration of state power. In The Anatomy of Fake News, Nolan
Higdon warns that fear of the “other” is a common technique of
authoritarian control. For example, he writes:
The Nazis blamed Catholics, communists,
the physically challenged, feminists, and
liberals. Fear of “others” was often stoked by
fake news films that manufactured statistics
about undocumented immigrant and Jewish
crimes and exaggerated the prevalence of
sexual relations between Jewish men and
German women, with the implication that the
supposed Aryan racial characteristics of the
German people would be diluted, corrupted,
or destroyed. People whose fears were stirred
up by these stories went along with measures
that took away Jews’ civil rights and
eventually their lives. Those who were
ambivalent about treatment of Jews saw their own civil liberties
diminished or taken away. Hitler’s propaganda would result in
the deaths of eleven million civilians.141
This is a warning to us to be aware of our inclination to fear “others” —
people who seem different from ourselves. Especially, we must awaken
to our all too human proclivity to believe authorities or friends who tell
us that others are diseased, unclean, or dangerous, and our tendency to
ostracize and demonize based on such assertions.
A few historical examples illustrate this unfortunate human tendency:
A hundred years ago, Jews and Roma in Europe were seen as spreaders
of disease. Less than a hundred years ago in the segregated south,
Blacks were treated as unclean — they had separate water fountains
and bathrooms and had to sit in the back of the bus away from white
people. For the last 20 years, Muslims have been demonized by the
false flag of 9/11 as potentially dangerous and enemies of freedom and
democracy. Hispanic immigrants are accused of being criminals and
spreading disease. And today, politicians — from governors to
presidents — tell us142 we have a “pandemic of the unvaccinated,” thus
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blaming those not vaccinated for the spread of SARS-CoV-2, despite
clear evidence to the contrary.143
The behavior of authorities to stoke fear of the “other,” resulting in the
acceptance of violence toward certain groups has been recognized and
studied by scholars. Researchers have tried to explain this sociological
phenomenon. One such scholar is Mattias Desmet, a clinical
psychologist who teaches at Ghent University in Belgium. Desmet has
analyzed these events in terms of a process called “Mass Formation.”144
Some call this “mass formation psychosis” because of the irrational
behavior of the people captured by it, for example by their
imperviousness to evidence that contradicts their belief. Desmet
suggests that large groups can become mob-like in their hatred and
ostracism of an out-group within that society. In the current situation he
explains the fear of Covid and the demonizing of the “unvaccinated” as
an example of mass formation. The four conditions in a society
necessary for a “mass formation” to occur are
(1) a lack of social connectedness (enhanced by the recent lockdowns
that intensify isolation);
(2) a lack of meaning or sense-making;
(3) a lot of free-floating anxiety; and
(4) a lot of free-floating aggression or discontent.
When these conditions exist, authorities can point to an object on which
people can focus their free-floating anxiety — such as a “deadly” virus
or on “terrorists.” By focusing on combating an object of fear, people
find solidarity, connectedness, and meaning. Those who do not buy into
the authorities’ narrative become dissidents who are seen as dangerous
to the well-being of the majority. So they become a target for the freefloating aggression and discontent of those captured by the “mass
formation” process.
Dr. Desmet has formulated a most compelling theory
for explaining the historical violence toward “outgroups” within a society. My understanding of the
“psychology of fear” brings clarity to what underlies
the “free-floating anxiety” as well as the “free-floating
aggression” (anger). If we were to see the two
explanations as a Venn diagram with overlap, we
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would gain a more complete explanation of this terrible human
tendency of shaming, blaming, and ostracizing, thus getting to the root
of this issue.
Dr. Desmet explains that for mass formation to take hold, the voice of
leaders is needed.
The disinformation and divisive rhetoric from authorities that we see
today around the Covid issue is creating two camps fearful of each
other, devolving into civil strife ripe for violence. What could be the
motivation of these politicians? They cannot be completely ignorant of
the facts. Even the CDC acknowledges that, when infected people
become symptomatic, the vaccinated and the unvaccinated transmit this
virus equally.145
Fear of the “other” is stoked by authorities to create derision and
division. Especially, fear of invisible enemies (unseen but everywhere)
such as “sleeper cells of terrorists” and of viruses cause us to accept
authoritarian edicts to “keep us safe.” Due to the attacks of 9/11 and the
emergence of Covid, civil liberties have been withdrawn to “keep us
safe.” Recently, lockdown and mask mandates are to “keep us safe.”
Warp-speed censorship is to “keep us safe.” Surely, we understand by
now that when people are in a heightened state of fear, unspeakable
atrocities can take place. This is the ongoing sordid story of human
history.
The 2001 traumas of 9/11 and the anthrax attacks made Americans
fearful enough to believe the government’s simplistic explanation that
“the terrorists hate us because of our freedoms.” In shock from these
horrific attacks, we accepted with little protest the removal of key civil
rights such as habeas corpus, the basic right in any democracy that
protects citizens from imprisonment without being brought before a
court. Local jurisdictions and the Supreme Court have only minimally
addressed this fundamental attack on our democratic system.146
The fear and outrage from the 9/11 attacks motivated many to enlist in
the military to fight, torture, and kill those thought to be the guilty
terrorists, and outraged Americans abused Muslims in our own country.
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In 2020 and 2021, governments around the world — through a
compliant media — fed their citizens a steady diet of fear-messaging
about Covid-19. Media horror stories were given out of context. The
U.S. government via the stenographic media did not emphasize that 81
percent of us with Covid would have mild or no symptoms.147 There
was little if any mention that those of us with elevated levels of vitamin
D3 do much better with Covid-19.148 If noted, it was only in passing
and not emphasized.
Most scandalously, we were not informed that most of the “cases” were
not cases at all, but the result of false positive results of improperly
conducted PCR tests.149
The news was not balanced by mentioning recovery rates in different
age groups. The corporate media made no mention of the hopeful
research around the world and by independent doctors in the U.S. in
which an untold number of lives were saved by the use of prophylactics
and early treatments, such as ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine.150
Instead, shockingly, there was a vigorous suppression of this
information.151 How many of the hundreds of thousands of deaths
either “from” or “with” Covid could have been prevented if this
information had been reported to the public?
The media made no mention of the encouraging news that those who
recovered from Covid would likely have immunity for life.152 Such
immunity extends even to variants since natural immunity responds to
the whole virus, whereas vaccine immunity targets only the spike
protein. Furthermore, natural immunity brings other natural immune
response factors into play.153
Once research became known, why did the media not tell the public
that those who were vaccinated had 6.72 times greater chance of
becoming infected than those who had acquired natural immunity?154
And once known, why did the media and the government not tell the
public that “during natural infection your body is exposed to the entire
virus, which includes the spike protein plus the other 4 proteins coded
in the SARS-CoV-2 genome”?155 This superior immunity results in a
96.7 percent reduction in reinfection in people who previously had
Covid-19, and this effectiveness appears to apply to the continually
emerging variants.156
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Instead of truth and balance, the corporate media continued promoting
fear, egged on by politicians pressuring social media to censor any
positive news. I have asked several friends and neighbors, “Have you
ever heard of ivermectin?” None had. I asked, “Did you know that
hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) is saving lives?” None had heard that there
had been fraudulent studies to demonize this drug.157 (Since HCQ was
seen as the “Trump drug,” some looked at me askance, probably
thinking I must be a supporter of this president!)
Let me emphasize that I am talking about balance here. I am not trying
to minimize the fact that some people have very serious cases of Covid,
nor the devastating impact on them and their families. Instead, I am
documenting how our immature government and media terrorized us
with constant reminders of death and adverse reactions to the disease,
yet suppressed information that was needed to prevent serious disease.
The politicians and the media did not include context and facts that
would lend truth to reporting. Such a balanced approach would come
from mature authorities treating the population as adults, not children to
be manipulated into submission with horror stories.
If we did not grasp that the “terror porn” we consumed was conscious
manipulation, the next segment on whistleblowers will make this clear.
The SARS-CoV-2 virus did not cause the pandemonium in our world.
The fear-based, manipulative response to it did, both from governments
and media — and by our human proclivity to buy into that fear
messaging.
Fear is the primary strategy for inducing compliance. It has been used
in dysfunctional families and dysfunctional countries throughout the
ages. But worldwide censorship is key to the global success of those
fear-based narratives.
One of my favorite researchers, Irish engineer Ivor Cummins, explains
the “Pandemic of Panic: The Root Cause Diagram” in 3 minutes.158 His
posts are always a treat!
Whistleblowers on the politics of fear
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Laura Dodsworth reveals that whistleblowers in the UK have admitted
responsibility for persuading their government to
manipulate its citizens through fear. On May 16,
2021, her groundbreaking book, A State of Fear:
How the UK Government Weaponised Fear During
the Covid-19 Pandemic, was published.159 With the
curtain pulled back, we can see an unobstructed
view of the unethical use of psychology to terrorize
a population into submission to authorities’ edicts of
lockdowns and masks. Behavioral scientists within
the Scientific Pandemic Influenza Group on
Behavior (SPI-B), a subcommittee of the Scientific
Advisory Group for Emergencies (SAGE), advised
the UK government to use fear to persuade UK citizens to comply to
these stringent methods of control.
The heartening news is that some of these scientists have a conscience
and subsequently realized their error. In what context did they advise
terrorizing the UK population?
On March 16, 2020, a study team from the Imperial College London
predicted from their sophisticated modeling that without “control
measures” deaths from Covid-19 could be as high as 510,000 in the UK
and 2.2 million in the U.S. Dr. Neil Ferguson, the lead author of the
study and considered one of the best modelers in the world, also told
The New York Times that the potential health impacts of Covid were
comparable to the devastating 1918 flu. Fear swept the globe.160
Motivated by their own fear, the behavioral scientists of the SPI-B
fervently advised the U.K. government to use manipulative techniques
on the public to try to control citizens’ behavior in order to stem these
predictions.161 But once they saw that their social-control strategies
went too far, and people had become more fearful than they had
anticipated, they have shown remorse for their actions. In their own
words, as reported by The Telegraph, they admit:
One SPI-B scientist told Ms. Dodsworth: “In March [2020] the
Government was very worried about compliance and they
thought people wouldn’t want to be locked down. There were
discussions about fear being needed to encourage compliance,
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and decisions were made about how to ramp up the fear. The way
we have used fear is dystopian.”
“The use of fear has definitely been ethically questionable. It’s
been like a weird experiment. Ultimately, it backfired because
people became too scared.”
Another SPI-B member said: “You could call psychology ‘mind
control’. That’s what we do . . . clearly we try and go about it in a
positive way, but it has been used nefariously in the past.”
One warned that “people use the pandemic to grab power and
drive through things that wouldn’t happen otherwise. . . . We
have to be very careful about the authoritarianism that is creeping
in”.
Another said: “Without a vaccine, psychology is your main
weapon. . . . Psychology has had a really good epidemic,
actually.”
As well as overt warnings about the danger of the virus, the
Government has been accused of feeding the public a non-stop
diet of bad news, such as deaths and hospitalisations, without
ever putting the figures in context with news of how many people
have recovered, or whether daily death tolls are above or below
seasonal averages.
Another member of SPI-B said they were "stunned by the
weaponisation of behavioural psychology" during the pandemic,
and that “psychologists didn’t seem to notice when it stopped
being altruistic and became manipulative. They have too much
power and it intoxicates them”.
Gavin Morgan, a psychologist on the team, said: “Clearly, using
fear as a means of control is not ethical. Using fear smacks of
totalitarianism. It’s not an ethical stance for any modern
government. By nature I am an optimistic person, but all this has
given me a more pessimistic view of people.”
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Steve Baker, the deputy chairman of the Covid Recovery Group
of Tory MPs, said: “If it is true that the state took the decision to
terrify the public to get compliance with rules, that raises
extremely serious questions about the type of society we want to
become.
“If we’re being really honest, do I fear that Government policy
today is playing into the roots of totalitarianism? Yes, of course
it is.”162 (Emphases added to the above quotes. Punctuation is
consistent with the quotes in The Telegraph.)
Moreover, according to Dodsworth, authorities
contradictory recommendations and vague
instructions are given out intentionally, to keep us
psychologically vulnerable. “When you create a
state of confusion, people become ever more
reliant on the messaging. Instead of feeling
confident about making decisions, they end up
waiting for instructions from the Government.”163
She provided the example of Christmas 2020:
Laura Dodsworth

“Family Christmases were on, then off,
then back on, then off again. You have got someone tightening
the screw, then loosening the screw, then tightening it again. It’s
like a torture scenario.”164
In the fall of 2021, the UK government is again up to its old tricks to
“nudge” the unvaccinated to go ahead and take the jab in order to “save
Christmas,” writes Dodsworth. UK business secretary Kwasi Kwarteng
announced on television, “I don’t want to reverse back to a situation
where we have lockdowns, I don’t think it’s necessary.”165
Not much reading between the lines needed here for the average Joe.
With this vague language within the context of blaming the
unvaccinated for the pandemic, the authority is letting it be known that
if there are more mandated lockdowns, it would be the fault of those
who refuse the vaccine. Once again, uncertainty. Once again, pitting
one group against another — as is continually done by U.S. authorities
and the media — treating the population as would a dysfunctional
parent, blaming one child for the punishment of everyone.
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According to Dr. Peter Breggin, author of Toxic Psychiatry, “by
layering confusion and uncertainty on top of fear, you can bring an
individual to a state in which they can no longer think rationally. Once
driven into an illogical state, they are easily manipulated.” 166
Mixed messages are another way of fostering confusion. For example,
we are told by authorities that, without a doubt, people can get infected
after vaccination and carry enough virus to transmit the infection, but
they also tell us that this is a “pandemic of the unvaccinated,” and if the
overwhelming majority of people become vaccinated the virus would
be crushed!
Similar weaponized-fear tactics were employed in other countries. For
example, leaked documents in Germany provided some of the most
egregious plans for terrorizing the population, including children. The
documents emphasized that to create the most “shock effect,” the
specific effects of the disease must be made clear. For example, graphic
descriptions of people, including parents or grandparents, dying an
agonizing death gasping for air were depicted, knowing that choking is
a primal fear of everyone. Children were to understand that if their
parent died, they were to blame for “forgetting to wash their hands after
playing.” Ominously, the documents conclude that these tactics would
not only overcome the crisis but would be “future-oriented for a new
relationship between society and the state.”167
“Nudge theory is the concept in behavioural science which uses
insights about our behaviour to ‘nudge’ our decision-making,” says
Dodsworth. “Nudges are not mandates: they are subtle suggestions, and
they happen without you even being aware.” And who coined this
term? Well, harking back to 9/11, he is none other than the infamous
promoter of cognitive infiltration, Cass Sunstein!168
Dodsworth writes:
Britain is one of the pioneers in nudge theory. The Behavioural
Insights Team (BIT), unofficially known as ‘the Nudge
Unit’ . . .is so good at behavioural insights that we export it all
over the world. . . . It has run more than 750 projects and in 2019
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alone worked in 31 countries [including the U.S.]. . . . Nudge has
become a big business and it’s still growing.169
Of course, a special propaganda effort was aimed at smearing Sweden,
one of the few countries to refuse drastic lockdowns, mask mandates,
and fear porn. Sweden treated its population as mature adults who, for
the most part, were trusted to make mature decisions about their health.
The behavior scientists must have worried about the effect that
Sweden’s success170 would have had on compliance in the UK and
elsewhere. (See Part 3 on obeying authority and Part 6 on conformity to
better understand this dynamic.)
The SPI-B group was not the only advisory team in the UK. Dodsworth
writes that at least 10 different government departments in the UK
work with ‘behavioral insights teams’ to manipulate the public. 171
I am grateful for these UK whistleblowers for eventually acting on their
conscience. They help us recognize that the inordinate fear we felt was
carefully manufactured. This awareness can help free us from fear’s
grip.
If you were one of the millions of people affected by this premeditated,
worldwide fear campaign, if you behaved as prescribed and eventually
received the experimental vaccine, I am not saying you made a wrong
decision. Whether your decisions are right or wrong is for you alone to
decide. I am saying, however, that we all were subjected to perhaps the
most pervasive and successful propaganda campaigns I have ever
witnessed.
What we can each do now is to contemplate whether we would have
preferred to receive all information before making our decisions. We
can imagine a government and media that are honest and mature in how
they relate to us. We can become more aware of how propaganda can
actually be ubiquitous, how unabashedly governments and lapdog
media can manipulate, and we can determine to investigate more
thoroughly for any future decisions we need to make.
Let’s hope many of us will contemplate these issues and that humanity
will become more aware. In an honest world, the revelations in A State
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of Fear would have been headline news, yet I have heard not one peep
in the U.S. corporate media about these whistleblowers!
Again, censorship is key to the success of propaganda.
Social-psychological parallels between 9/11 and the Covid-19
pandemic
Now that we are aware how the public has been pre-meditatively
manipulated by fear, I will share some of my observations on the
social-psychological parallels of 9/11 and Covid.
I am motivated to share these observations because I want future
citizens of the world to know what those of us living in this early
twenty-first century intimately experienced — and what it looked like
to the observer.
And I want humanity to understand how we allowed our societies to
close down more and more — or not, depending on the degree of our
resistance to this totalitarian agenda. These two events are contributing
to a turning point for humanity. Which way, then, will we turn?
My observations of both events:
1) Extreme fear and the need to take action or, in some cases, the
physiological reaction of plummeting into dissociation (See Part 16 on
Dissociation).
9/11: After 9/11 and the related anthrax attacks, U.S.
citizens were in a state of shock. Inordinate fear
translated to rage against the alleged Islamic terrorists,
and “let’s roll” became the war cry to find and kill the
enemy.
2020: Citizens around the
world become exceedingly fearful of the
omnipresent, yet invisible, viral enemy.
“We’re all in this together,” becomes the
mantra of peer pressure to conform.
Panicked people around the world follow
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lockdown orders, faithfully wear face masks, and eventually line up,
excited to get the first experimental vaccines.
We are first told by authorities these mandates will be for just a few
weeks to “flatten the curve” of hospitalizations. (Okay. That makes
sense.) But the goal posts are continually extended to “protect ourselves
and others.”
2) Incessant reminders of death.
9/11: Big Media constantly reminded us of death. We
all remember the daily images of the Twin Towers
being blown to smithereens from top to bottom. And
we remember those horrifying TV images of people
running for their lives chased by the monstrous dust
cloud. As we watched, we knew thousands of people
were being murdered before our eyes in those few
seconds. This was so traumatic that most of us can
remember precisely where we were and what we were
doing when we first saw those images.

Woman covered in
WTC dust on 9/11
by Marc Buehler

A week later, anthrax was sent in the mail to several news media
offices and to Democratic Senators Patrick Leahy and Tom Daschle. At
least 22 victims contracted anthrax, 11 from inhaling the spores and
another 11 from absorption through the skin. Five of the inhalation
victims died.172 This was a one-two punch traumatizing us further,
escalating our fear and sense of being unsafe.
2020: The media constantly feeds us the Covid death count, the
predicted number of deaths, and the lingering complications that some
people have, called “long Covid.”173
Most of us existentially fear death, but if we have had an early trauma
that involved a close encounter with death, we are retraumatized
repeatedly by this steady diet of fear porn that is guaranteed to keep us
anxiously tuning in to the next media installment.
3) Incessant reminders of danger with color-coded threat charts.
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9/11: Color-coded threat charts were ever-present in
every form of media. They were displayed in
airports to remind travelers that lurking terrorists
might leave a bomb in an abandoned backpack or
suitcase. We were reminded that “sleeper cells” of
terrorists could at any moment “get the call” to
wreak havoc in our country.
2020: The media dutifully presents color-coded
charts warning us that we are “safer at home,” and if
we have to emerge for any reason to take
precautions to avoid the novel coronavirus.

4) Divisive discord.
9/11 and 2020: Strangers, friends, and family members find themselves
in heated arguments about both subjects, cutting off communication in
many cases.
For example, incensed people call 9/11 Truth activists “un-American,”
and treat them as deviants who should leave the country. Family
members and friends cut off ties.
In the case of Covid, those who comply with
mandates say that those who don’t conform
to lockdown and face-mask edicts are selfish
and have sociopathic traits.174 The
vaccinated believe the unvaccinated to be
immoral and dangerous carriers of disease
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Sculpture by Romany Mark Bruce

and want to force them to become vaccinated. The shaming, shunning,
blaming, and coercing of the unvaccinated by authorities, friends, and
family members has reached a crescendo I’ve not before observed in
my lifetime. Some of my most progressive and peace loving friends
have — as though with the flip of a switch — become authoritarian,
angry, and supportive of vaccine mandates, which would force others
to receive a vaccine (actually, a genetically engineered drug) that they
choose not to take for their own good reasons. I am amazed at how
quickly people can turn on their friends and family members, dis-invite
them to family holiday gatherings since they are unvaccinated, and do
not even attempt civil discourse to try to understand why their friends
or family members think the way they do.
There are also cases of the unvaccinated discriminating against the
vaccinated, due to reports that they are shedding something unknown
that makes them dangerous to those not vaccinated.
Those adhering to mask wearing bully those without masks. In one case
I observed, an unmasked person in a public park bullied his masked
friend. (I gently intervened.)
Additionally, in video clips we see emotional — and sometimes
physical — confrontations between store employees and customers or,
worse, between mask-free pedestrians and the police.
Fear is the root of this anger, this scapegoating, this violence, and all
atrocities.
5) Internal pressure to conform. (See Part 6 demonstrating our stunning
proclivity to conform to others’ expectations.)
9/11: As I explained in Part 9 on brain
research, most of us would rather be
aligned with our community than be in
conflict with it. This hardwired proclivity
motivates some of us to display our
conformity outwardly. We placed
American flags on our cars, trucks, and
motorcycles, wore U.S. flag pins on our lapels, or donned a stars-andstripes bandana on our heads to demonstrate our “patriotism.”
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2020 and early 2021: We wear
masks in hopes of protecting
others, out of fear for our own
health, and as a signal of our
conformity (called by some
Man with EU Mask
“virtue signaling”).175 Many
masks serve as a fashion statement — some, with
stars and stripes, as a sign of our “patriotism”!
And because we want to be in line with the expectations of our
community, we accept the experimental vaccine for social, not medical,
reasons, such as to be able to return to work, to fly, or because a family
member pressures us.
6) External pressure to conform.
9/11: For 20 years, the media has called 9/11
skeptics “conspiracy theorists,” “nut cases,” and
other shaming pejoratives. We were pressured by
the propaganda machine with the platitude, “United
we stand,” a meme that took hold across the nation.
2020 and 2021: Authorities tell us that wearing a
mask is a way of expressing caring and solidarity
with our community. Media resort to shaming
people who don’t conform to lockdown and facemask edicts. Citizens jump on board with the shaming and bullying and
voluntarily become “mask police.” The propaganda machine rolls out
the platitude, “We’re all in this together.” By 2021, politicians and the
echo-chamber media blame and shame, declaring that this is a
“pandemic of the unvaccinated.”
A woman working at my local grocer (who also sews masks for others)
proudly exclaimed to me, “We’re all in the together. Fighting this virus
is just like our cooperation during World War II!”
Apparently, during any crisis peer pressure to accept authorities’
narratives and decrees can become extreme. Those who follow
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authorities’ edicts can become enraged at those who do not and even
accuse them of killing others.
The Covid crisis has caused at least as much fear, emotional discord,
and pressure to conform to authorities’ proclamations as 9/11 did — if
not more.
The strong, divisive emotions emanating from both the 9/11 and the
Covid crises could have been avoided by an honest and mature
government and media. I’ll come back to that later.
The psychology of fear and the great mask and lockdown debate
To reiterate, I write my observations because I want people in the
future to know what we endured during this time period and what it
looked like. (I think of future film makers, for example, and the images
they will need to portray this strange time.)
During the lockdown, instead of staying in my house, I went hiking and
happily entertained myself by conducting a limited observational
survey. In the summer of 2020, as I walked the trail near my home or
hiked in the beautiful Colorado mountains at 8,000–to-11,000-foot
altitudes, I observed that nine out of ten people who were not wearing
masks made eye contact with me and smiled back, each of us
acknowledging the joys of walking in nature. On the other hand, nine
of ten people with masks averted their eyes and usually didn’t even
grunt an acknowledgment. Instead, if they could, they purposely veered
around me. One young man hurriedly climbed a boulder on the edge of
a precipitous cliff on the side of the path we shared and faced away
from me! It’s as though people hoped that looking anywhere but at me
would protect them from the virus! At least half of the people I passed
wore masks, even if they were solitary hikers.
I (and others) notice that many people wear masks when they are
bicycling alone or even driving alone!
In the spring and summer of 2021, when the mask
mandates were first lifted in Colorado, I would often
be the only person sans mask in stores or the post
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office. With the advent of the Delta variant, in late summer 2021, I find
a majority of people in stores have reverted to wearing masks, either
from fear or perhaps anticipating orders from authorities.
The behavior of the mask-wearers speaks volumes about their level of
fear. I remind myself of my inordinate fear after 9/11, and my
compassion grows for these people. At the same time, I am
disheartened to see how many are this fearful and thus vulnerable to
manipulation by people in power.
Without question, the lockdowns (quarantining of healthy people) have
caused much loss of livelihood, starvation, and suicides around the
world — a fact that has not been reported in media.176 But were they
also effective in stemming the tide of Covid deaths? Counterintuitively, the lockdown and mask mandates appear not to have made
any difference whatsoever in the trajectory of the disease, in country
after country.177
What is the endgame of the constant media fear-mongering, mask and
lockdown mandates, censorship, and threats (now manifesting) of
required vaccine passports to be able to fly, attend certain events, or
even to return to work or school? Surely, some leaders know that masks
and lockdowns are ineffective. Others simply may not have looked
deeper into the science of these measures and go along to get along,
following orders from their superiors. So why maintain totalitarian
mandates that make no sense? I hazard a guess that, depending on the
authority, the goal is not to control a virus, but to control and
manipulate people.
At least one of the goals has become exceedingly obvious: to
manipulate people through fear to anxiously accept an experimental
Covid vaccine — a vaccine which does not prevent transmission or
infection, although (so far) does reduce the prevalence of severe
disease.178
Most unnerving to me, though, is that we have no information,
whatsoever, for the long-term consequences of this vaccine.
The fervent mask wearers, whom I described above, obviously have not
looked at the censured medical doctors and scientists who are found on
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platforms alternative to YouTube. They simply choose to believe and
follow their official authorities who tell us that “the science” supports
lockdowns and mask wearing. Yet, I have not heard from these officials
where to find this “science.”
At the very least, they have not explained in any depth the science they
so cavalierly refer to, nor have they reported even once on (unless to
spin and smear) the only randomized controlled trial that demonstrated
that preventing coronavirus transmission by surgical masks was
statistically insignificant. (More on this trial below.) With the phrase
“follow the science,” these authorities are, in essence, saying: “Follow
us. Ask no questions. Don’t do your own research. Trust us to keep you
safe.” (Please re-read Part 3 on the hazards of blindly believing and
obeying authority.)
So, what is the science of mask wearing? Well, don’t ask Dr. Anthony
Fauci or you will be shaking your head in amusement when you watch
how he can talk from both sides of his mouth!179
So, I delved into this myself. I considered the size of the coronavirus
vs. the size of the pores in a N95 mask. The N95 mask pores are 0.3
microns. For comparison, a micron is one millionth of a meter; pollen
particles can be 10 microns or larger, while bacteria are often around
one micron. SARS-CoV-2, however, has a diameter of .06 - .14
microns. This means that the N95 mask pores are two to five times
larger than SARS-CoV-2.
However, some experts consulted by fact checkers say the size
comparison is not valid. This is because the viruses attach to water
droplets or aerosols that are around 1 micron in diameter. In addition,
they say that particles that are smaller than .3 microns move in an
erratic motion called “Brownian motion.” So even if the viral particles
are smaller than .3 microns, their zig-zagging motion increases the
chance they will be snared in the electrostatic charge of the N95
mask.180 Of course, the cloth masks most people wear are much more
porous, and they allow aerosols to escape from the edges.
Even though I am suspicious of fact checkers due to their role of often
abetting official propaganda narratives, there may be some truth to this
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analysis, so I cannot come to a firm conclusion yet regarding the virusvs.-pore-size comparison for N95 masks.
Nonetheless, when I look at studies on mask wearing, I find a different
story. At first glance, the studies seem mixed. With a closer look,
however, I notice that the studies performed before 2020 demonstrate
that masks are ineffective at preventing transmission of influenza
viruses.181 Even the N95 masks did not prevent transmission.182
Interestingly, though, most of the studies I’ve seen completed after the
beginning of the Covid era favor mask wearing in their conclusions.
Why this sudden change? Did N95 masks suddenly, miraculously
become capable of stopping viruses? The endnotes contain links to
some before- and after-Covid studies, along with questions to consider.
The “Danmask-19 Trial” study in Denmark became a notable
exception. Since the advent of Covid, this is the only randomized,
controlled trial on mask wearing to test for the prevention of
coronavirus transmission.183 The authors found that, statistically, high
quality surgical masks are ineffective at preventing transmission of
SARS-CoV-2.184 The authors explain the specifics:
[A] published meta-analysis found no statistically significant
difference in preventing influenza in health care workers between
respirators (N95 [American standard] or FFP2 [European
standard]) and surgical face masks. . . .[and that these findings]
are compatible with the findings of a review of randomized
controlled trials of the efficacy of face masks for prevention (as
personal protective equipment) against influenza virus.185
The authors continue:
Our results suggest that the recommendation to wear a surgical
mask when outside the home among others did not reduce, at
conventional levels of statistical significance, the incidence of
SARS-CoV-2 infection in mask wearers in a setting where social
distancing and other public health measures were in effect, mask
recommendations were not among those measures, and
community use of masks was uncommon.186
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They warn that communities should not forego other safety measures
regardless of the use of masks, and conclude:
While we await additional data to inform mask
recommendations, communities must balance the seriousness of
COVID-19, uncertainty about the degree of source control
[infected people wearing masks] and protective effect [uninfected
people wearing masks], and the absence of data suggesting
serious adverse effects of masks.187
Why have I never heard Dr. Fauci or the media talk about this
Danmask-19 trial? Our authorities instead admonish us that “masks
save lives.” Why are journalists not reporting on this controversy? Can
you imagine how every media outlet around the world would have
jumped on this study, echoing it ad nauseam, had the data demonstrated
effectiveness of mask wearing? Why do authorities mandate and
recommend mask wearing in spite of this evidence? What’s going on
here?
New York University
Professor Mark Crispin
Miller wanted students to
talk about this taboo
subject. In his course on
propaganda, designed to
teach students how to do
their own research and
think independently, he
asked them to review
studies on mask wearing to
see if they could spot
possible propaganda.
Astonishingly, he was censured by his administration! 188
We shall see throughout this essay that propaganda cannot survive
without its constant companion, censorship.
The connection: 9/11 and Covid-19
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A slender book titled The End of America: Letter of
Warning to a Young Patriot, written by Naomi Wolf
and published in 2007, offers a big-picture look at the
process in which relatively open societies close down.
Wolf lists the ten steps that take place in any society
undergoing this terrible transition. Her wisdom should
be read by everyone, not just U.S. citizens. I will share
a passage from her book in hopes you will read it and
learn from her research:
Naomi Wolf

Most of us have only a faint understanding of
how societies open up or close down, become supportive of
freedom or ruled by fear. . . . Like every American, I watched the
events of September 11, 2001, with horror. Then, like many, I
watched the reactions of the administration in power, at first with
concern, then with anxiety, and then, occasionally, with shock. I
started feeling that there was something familiar about how
events, at times, were unfolding. . . .189
But surely, in America, the loss of habeas corpus, the massive
warrantless surveillance of all citizens, the use of torture, and other
State Crimes Against Democracy (Part 13) were unfortunate results of
the 9/11 crisis, and we soon regained our freedoms and democratic
principles, right?
Absolutely dead wrong. Nearly two decades later, our officials show no
signs of reinstating in full any of these elementary rights.190 Wolf
continues:
There are ten steps that are taken in order to close down a
democracy or crush a prodemocratic movement, whether by
capitalists, communists, or right-wing fascists. These ten steps,
together, are more than the sum of their parts. Once all ten have
been put in place, each magnifies the power of the others and the
whole. Impossible as it may seem, we are seeing each of these ten
steps taking hold in the United States today. . . .191
And the ten steps? In every case, they are designed to:
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. . . invoke an external threat; develop a paramilitary force; create
a secret prison system; surveil ordinary citizens; arbitrarily detain
and release them; harass citizens’ groups; target writers,
entertainers, and other key individuals for dissenting; intimidate
the press; recast dissent as “treason” and criticism as
“espionage”; and eventually subvert the rule of law.192
Sound familiar? With evoking threats of terrorism, with secret prison
systems of torture and the Guantanomo Bay detention camp, with the
loss of habeas corpus, with ubiquitous surveillance, with the
imprisonment of Julian Assange for embarrassing the U.S. national
security state, with warp-speed censorship, and with the tyrannical
lockdowns and vaccine mandates, (as well as other totalitarian
reactions to Covid that Kevin Ryan193 enumerates), can there be any
doubt that the responses to both 9/11 and the pandemic are closely
connected as steps designed to close down our once relatively open
society?
“Unfortunately, while it is very difficult to sustain an open society,
history shows that it is fairly simple to close one down,” warns Wolf.
Once free speech and a free press are gone, we will have no way to
campaign for any civil rights, even for the First Amendment to the
Constitution! This is why I consider the current censorship now
underway to be the nail in the coffin of a relatively open society — a
coffin we can prevent from slamming shut and being buried, if we only
have the will.
We must realize that compromising Constitutional principles as a
means of addressing a crisis will result in a long-lasting, if not
permanent, closing of our society, for which our children and
grandchildren will decry and bemoan our lack of foresight.
The inevitable questions arise: Are 9/11 and the pandemic two moves
in a long-term strategy to close all societies — a strategy planned and
executed by sociopathic and narcissistic elites and world leaders
towards a hidden agenda? Are they two separate
examples of opportunism — of autocrats taking
advantage of two terrorizing events that fortuitously
landed in their laps that they are using to further an
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Naomi Klein

agenda that benefits themselves? Is one event an orchestrated event and
the other an example of opportunism? What would be the hidden
agendas? Would one agenda be financial benefits to select groups and
individuals? A centralized world government that the planners or
opportunists create and control?
Naomi Klein in her 2007 book, The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of
Disaster Capitalism, interprets crises as natural phenomena — created
by nature or war — that elites use opportunistically to push through
unpopular policies to radically privatize the economy for their own
benefit. By doing so, they also intend to prevent organic progressive
change that would benefit a larger population. In some cases, such as
the Iraq War, she admits that the event is orchestrated with the intent to
push through unpopular policies.194
Naomi Klein believes that the responses to both the 9/11 and Covid-19
events are examples of “disaster capitalism.”195
Noami Wolf, on the other hand, while not explicitly writing that either
of the events were orchestrated, recognizes their political connection:
Though in 2008, I did not explicitly foresee that a medical
pandemic would be the vehicle for moving the entire globe into
“Step Ten,” I have at various points warned of the dangers of
medical crises as vehicles that tyranny can exploit to justify
suppressions of civil rights.
Today, a much-hyped medical crisis has taken on the role of
being used as a pretext to strip us all of core freedoms, that fears
of terrorism did not, despite 20 years of effort, ultimately
achieve.196
In essence, she says: “Open your eyes and see the pattern throughout
the last decades — and see how both 9/11 and the Covid-hyped
medical crises are connected as events used to close down societies.”
I do not have a definitive answer to the question regarding whether the
9/11 attacks and the 2020 pandemic are two orchestrated moves by
sociopathic powers to close down relatively free societies. But I easily
recall that throughout human history people with inordinate power have
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often had an insatiable drive for more and more control over whole
populations. Think of Alexander the Great, Julius Cesar, Hitler and the
Nazis, Stalin, Pol Pot. Think of the European empires that conquered
and murdered many millions of innocents. These people at the helm of
empire building and with an insatiable desire for power are spiritually
bankrupt, having no sense of their connection with other people, having
little, if any, empathy.
Thus, I have no problem imagining such spiritually bankrupt people in
power today with this insatiable desire — and the means — to attempt
to control the entire world.
But whatever the answer to the above question, I am grateful to each of
these Naomis for bravely speaking out. Each warns, in her own way,
about our closing society, and each works for freedom, transparency,
and a healthy, open society.
I am confident they would agree that if we are to return to the
Constitution and reclaim our republic, we must free ourselves from the
fear of questioning anyone and everyone in a position of authority.
Conclusion and Solutions
As I have been writing about the role of the media regarding why good
people become silent about 9/11, I never dreamed that before I
completed this series, we would be confronted with another crisis that
would terrify people worldwide. Indeed, another crisis that reminded
people of death, and thus made them capitulate to authorities to accept
an even further closing of their societies than did the so-called War on
Terror.
I never dreamed that people would be confronted once again by
ubiquitous media propaganda and censorship to stifle the voices of
credentialed experts with opposing narratives.
I never dreamed that not only would people worldwide accept
totalitarian edicts, such as lockdowns that affect their livelihoods and
their ability to convene with others but would be herded by their fear
into accepting into their bodies an experimental drug for which no
information whatsoever is available about potential long-term effects.
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Finally, I never dreamed that Philip Zelikow,197 the former executive
director of the 9/11 Commission whitewash, would be chosen to lead
the COVID Commission Planning Group, based at the University of
Virginia’s Miller Center of Public Affairs. The mission of this group is
to lay “the groundwork to discover and preserve the lessons of the
COVID-19 crisis.”198 Of course, those of us who have recognized the
omissions and distortions of the 9/11 Commission199 see preparation
for another cover-up and a further closing down of societies.
It did not have to be this way. I easily envision a mature government
and media that do not propagate fear about 9/11, or a pandemic, or any
crisis. I imagine government officials who tell the full truth and who
treat the public like adults. I imagine media that do not accept
advertising and donations that have the potential to limit what
information they will provide to the public. I envision journalists who
genuinely investigate.
I easily imagine mature government officials who do not accept
corporate donations (bribes) — say, from the military-industrial
complex and the pharmaceutical companies — and who instead serve
their constituency.
But I describe maturity which is also authenticity. I describe an honest
world, honest authorities, an honest media. I pause to ask myself, “How
many people really want an honest world?”
I think many would, but not all. Many of us have become inured to the
dishonest world we live in and become confused, disturbed, and angry
when we hear challenges to official narratives that we unconsciously
suspect may be closer to the truth. We don’t want to feel ungrounded
and confused, we don’t want our world turned upside down, we want to
be “with” our community rather than in conflict with it (See Part 9 on
brain research), so we close our eyes and ears and trust official
authorities’ proclamations, which in reality, give us only a shaky sense
of safety. We may, nevertheless, feel impelled to forcefully defend
these official narratives to keep our worldview from being shattered.
The psychological dynamics at play here are our human tendencies to
trust our authorities (See Part 3) and go into denial to avoid disturbing
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cognitive dissonance (See Part 5). Thus, we become willingly ignorant.
And we willingly, albeit unconsciously, continue to live in the unreal
worldview crafted for us by authorities and the lapdog (not watchdog)
media. In truth, many of us do not want to know truth if it is disturbing!
And many of us who would like to know are just too busy putting food
on the table for our families. Meanwhile, as these internal dynamics
play out, the realpolitik of the external world continues unabated, and
this realpolitik is dark indeed.
Censorship, propaganda, and loss of civil rights — hallmarks of
authoritarianism — proliferated after 9/11/01. In 2020 – 21 we observe
a major worldwide increase in censorship and other authoritarian
measures since the appearance of Covid-19.
The lockdowns hardly affected me, a privileged U.S. citizen who
quickly recognized the fear-mongering propaganda coming from our
digital and legacy media. Instead of being persuaded or forced into a
jail-like situation for months on end in a tiny flat, as was the situation
for millions across the globe, I cheerfully went hiking in the beautiful
Rocky Mountains.
In contrast to my situation, lockdowns were brutal for millions of
already poverty-stricken people. Lockdowns in the U.S., Europe, and
China, for example, resulted in hundreds of thousands of starvation
deaths in third world countries. And lockdowns by third-world
countries themselves were disasterous for their own people.200
In the U.S., by the end of 2020, lockdowns had permanently shuttered
nearly half of small businesses.201 Even in America, food insecurity
increased in 2020 and 2021. 202
I must conclude, without hyperbole, that the authoritarian response to
this crisis rapidly shifted into a full-fledged totalitarian response,
wreaking havoc on millions and causing many more deaths than those
from Covid-19.203 I call it a totalitarian response since the individual,
even in democratic countries, has had little, if any, recourse to object to
these arbitrary and punishing government mandates.
Sweden, on the other hand, had the ability to think and act
independently. This social-democratic, Nordic country did
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not conform to the rest of world’s mandates. Instead, their population
was given adequate warnings and suggestions by Anders Tegnell, their
chief epidemiologist. This strategy resulted in no more deaths in the
long term from Covid than many other European countries and much
less damage to the well-being of their citizens.204 Sweden took into
consideration the negative effects of lockdowns and mandates on their
population as they evolved their strategy, but the country was not
arrogant in its analysis. They readily admit their uncertainty and their
mistakes. An interview with Tegnell (a fan of the Covid vaccinations,
by the way) shows the contrast of his objectivity and careful scientific
analysis with the fear-promoting messaging of our UK and U.S.
politicians.205
Going against the grain, being a nonconformist, is not easy in any
situation. It always takes courage. Please reread Part 6 on conformity to
appreciate why Sweden’s resistance to the flawed policies of other
nations may hopefully be important in the long term to humanity’s
learning from this crisis.
Due to the fear-based messages from government leaders and media,
due to the ubiquitous censorship of other experts and scientists, billions
of people fell for the most successful propaganda campaign I have
witnessed in my lifetime. I cannot disparage them. They were afraid,
and they believed the one allowable narrative, which motivated them to
comply with government mandates. Few in the general public are
media literate to the extent that they would automatically recognize
even blatant manipulation of their emotions. This is why the next essay
in this series will address how to recognize propaganda. Indeed, this
ability may one day be life-saving.
A vibrant and free media are essential to a vibrant and free society and
to peace in the world. But censorship and propaganda — two sides of
the same coin — are now structurally integrated into most of our
media. History has shown that this two-sided coin leads to disaster, so
it is up to us to not allow our country (wherever we live) to continue to
travel this path to societal ruin.
Disinformation — or fake news — stifles the robust, responsible
exchange of ideas and it propagates distrust, discord, and division. Both
disinformation and censorship are toxic to truth and a healthy
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humanity. Thus, irresponsible fake news, whether of the legacy media
or the digital media, cannot be addressed sustainably with “warpspeed” authoritarian censorship.
Digital media, while central to our lives, has produced new possibilities
for controlling narratives and elections that were unimaginable just a
few decades prior. In The Anatomy of Fake News, Nolan Higdon
argues:
[T]he fate of democracy hinges upon
citizens becoming responsible media
consumers and producers. . . .
[U]sers need education about the
veracity of content, vulnerabilities
created by the internet, and how
vulnerabilities can be mitigated.206
He then offers a solution:
[C]ritical media literacy education is the most effective solution
for countering the pernicious influence of fake news because it
empowers users, not fake-news producers.207
Why? Because history shows that suppression of content tends to lead
to a rise in demand for that very content!208 Not to mention the
totalitarian society that results.
For all media — the legacy broadcast and print media as well as the
internet platforms — the most obvious reform needed is antitrust
legislation that will break up the massive media monopolies.209
As things stand, most of our politicians do the will of the highest
corporate bidders, including the media conglomerates that donate
massive contributions to their campaigns. Because most of these selfinterested Washington insiders have no incentive to push for media
reform, solutions will have to start at the grassroots
level.
At a time when centralized control of every system
on the planet is taking hold, the opportunity for
reform appears bleak. But it is not impossible. Take,
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for example, the Icelandic parliamentarian, Birgitta Jonsdottir, who
confronted head-on the question, “How can we regain democratic
government when the mainstream media are completely controlled [by]
the corporate oligarchy?”210
In his essay “Searching for Truth,” scientist, Author, and peace
activist, John Scales Avery, explains:
Believing that lack of free information was the main cause
of the corruption behind Iceland's 2008 [financial] crisis,
Birgitta Jonsdottir persuaded her colleagues in the Althingi
[the Icelandic parliament] to pass unanimously a law
calling for complete freedom of information in Iceland. She
also worked closely with Julian Assange to produce the
video “Collateral Murder." Under Brigitta Jonsdottir’s
leadership, Icelandic parliamentarians have passed laws
which will make Iceland a safe haven for journalistic
freedom. In so doing, they will help to re-establish
democratic government throughout the world. . . .211
Birgitta was not supported by legalized bribes from media and other
industries. Her success — Iceland’s success — can be replicated in the
U.S., but only if we work to elect people of integrity to office. This
means electing people who have track records of resisting corporate
bribery and of supporting our protective Bill of Rights.
My reason for writing these essays on the media is to raise awareness
of the extent to which censorship and propaganda have pervaded what
we’ve been conditioned to believe is our “free press,” and to become
more aware of how propaganda and censorship have employed the
“politics of fear” to manipulate us.
My final essay on the media will offer guidance on how to recognize
propaganda and censorship to help us strive toward media literacy.
Author’s note: To be continued with “Part 24: The Role of the Media: How Do We
Recognize Propaganda?” Electronic sources (except videos) in the endnotes have been
archived. If they can no longer be found by a search for the exact title on the internet,
readers desiring a copy may contact me at FranShure (at) Estreet.com.
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